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Experimental	
  Approach	
  
I. Generate task mappings, both with random
ordering of MPI ranks and with Rubik, a
mapping tool developed at LLNL [1]	

II. Run pF3D and MILC on 1K and 4K nodes of
Vulcan, a LLNL-hosted IBM Blue Gene/Q
supercomputer, using these mappings to
generate network counter data	

	

	

	

	

	

	


III. Run 6 different supervised machine
learning regression algorithms, provided by
the Scikit-learn Python package, on the
generated network counter data 	

IV. Evaluate scalability and effectiveness of
predictions by these models!

Regression	
  Algorithms	
  Used	
  
Decision Trees	

Gradient Boosted Regression Trees (GBRT)	

Randomized Forests of Decision Trees	

Ridge Regression	

Bayesian Ridge Regression	

Support Vector Machines (SVM)!

Model	
  Inputs	
  
15 different communication features, derived
from hardware network counters, are used as
inputs. These are based upon three main
categories of metrics:	

Bytes passing between nodes on network	

Buffer size of network routers	

Queue time of data packets on routers	


Figure 4: Performance variations with di↵erent task mappings on 16,384 cores of BG/Q. As benchmarks
become more communication intensive, even for small message sizes, mapping impacts performance.

Abstract

We evaluate supervised machine learning methods as tools for prediction of communication time of large parallel applications. Through these methods, we correlate time for different task mappings
to the
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performance. Hence, we focus on a rank correlation metric
for determining success; we also present results for a metric
that compares absolute values for completeness.

5.1 Performance variation with mapping

Figure 4 presents the execution times for the three benchmarks for four message sizes – 8 bytes, 512 bytes, 16 KB and
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Feature	
  Importance	
  Analysis	
  

Conclusion	
  

Analysis of the relative importance of communication features used as inputs in the
best hybrid metrics can provide insight into the causes of network congestion	

MILC on 1K nodes	
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pF3D on 1K nodes	


MILC on 4K nodes	


	
  
Future	
  Work	
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pF3D on 4K nodes	


S1: average bytes
S2: maximum bytes

MILC on 4K nodes	


pF3D on 1K nodes	


S3: average buffer S5: average queue
S4: maximum buffer S6: maximum queue

Further study of feature importance!

!
!

pF3D on 4K nodes	


H1-H6: best hybrid metrics per
application and node count

Use of other communication features as
model inputs	

Evaluation of other machine learning methods	

Evaluation of these metrics on other parallel
applications	


!

Best RCC Values for single and hybrid metrics using GBRT	

MILC on 1K nodes	


We see high correlations between network
counters and communication time for
production applications 	

Hybrid metrics tend to consistently have the
highest prediction ability with ensemble
methods (GBRT, Random Forests)	

Best metrics for performance prediction
typically use many different communication
features in various proportions	
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Machine learning performed using Scikit-learn Python package	

http://scikit-learn.org/stable/ 	
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